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An experiment tested differences in self-regulation capacity as a function of self-construal (independent vs. interdependent). Research

has shown that interdependents often exert more self-control than interdependents because of an increased motivation to behave in a

socially appropriate way. We posited that chronic interdependents would perform better on a self-control task than would chronic

independents, even after a self-regulatory resource depletion task, because of increased self-control capacity built up through frequent

practice. We found that depleted interdependents took less chocolate than depleted independents, supporting our hypothesis that self-

regulatory resources differ as a function of self-construal.
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Research examining self-regulation has shown that people possess a limited amount of self-regulatory resources and that an initial
act of self-control depletes these resources. Depletion of self-regulatory resources results in poor performance on subsequent tasks of self-
regulation. For example, Baumeister et al. (1998) found that when individuals forced themselves to eat radishes instead of more appealing
chocolates, they quit sooner on unsolvable puzzles than did individuals who did not engage in this initial act of self-control.

Yet, not all individuals have the same self-regulation abilities. Anecdotal and empirical evidence suggests that differences in self-
control exist. For example, research has shown that regular exercises in self-control can increase self-regulation capacity. Muraven,
Baumeister, and Tice (1999) found that repeated practice of self-control (i.e., spending weeks monitoring posture) improved self-
regulatory ability measured by a handgrip task, much like repeated exercise of a muscle increases its strength (Muraven and Baumeister
2000). Similarly, Gailliot et al. (2007) found that after writing about an obese or homosexual person without using any stereotypes,
participants with low motivation to avoid prejudice performed worse on a subsequent self-regulation task than did those with high
motivation. Individuals with high motivation to avoid prejudice performed better on subsequent acts of self-regulation presumably
because they had engaged in regular exercises of self-control by continually suppressing prejudice thoughts, whereas those who performed
poorly on the self-regulation task (low motivation to avoid prejudice) presumably did so because they had little practice at self-control
(they rarely engaged in suppression of prejudice thoughts). Thus, not only does motivation increase the likelihood of exercising self-
control across situations, but repeated exercise of self-control as a function of this motivation also increases the ability to exercise this self-
control.

Another individual difference measure that may be related to both the motivation and ability to exercise self-control is self-construal.
Self-construal refers to how people perceive themselves to be linked to others (Markus and Kitayama 1991). People with a predominantly
independent self-construal see themselves as independent and autonomous, distinct from the group, and tend to rely more on attitudes than
subjective norms when making behavioral decisions (Ybarra and Trafimow 1998). In contrast, interdependents perceive themselves in
the context of a larger group, are concerned more with group harmony than individual happiness, rely more on subjective norms than
attitudes when making behavioral decisions, and place a high value on conformity and connectedness.

Research shows that interdependents tend to display less impulsive behavior than independents (Kacen and Lee 2002; Zhang and
Shrum 2009). However, this does not appear to be the result of naturally occurring desire; independents and interdependents showed no
difference on measures of trait buying impulsivity. Rather, the differences appear to be due to greater motivation on the part of
interdependent to suppress those buying impulses (Zhang and Shrum 2009). If this is so, then just as with the case of motivation to suppress
prejudice, continued exercise of the self-control “muscle” may increase its strength, thereby increasing the ability of interdependents to
successfully exercise self-control compared to independents.

To test this hypothesis, the current research investigated whether self-construal influences self-regulation capacity. Specifically, we
tested whether interdependents would show more self-control after a self-control depletion task than would independents. Chronic self-
construal was measured because repeated practice at self-control is needed to increase self-regulation ability. Self-regulatory resources
were depleted using a task adopted from DeWall et al. (2008) in which participants are required to learn a habit, and then are forced to
break the habit. Breaking a habit is an act of self-control because it requires one to alter an initial impulse and act in line with a new standard.
Participants were given a journal article and instructed to cross out every instance of the letter e. In depletion conditions, participants were
then required to adhere to new rules (i.e. do not cross out e’s if the e is followed by a vowel). Participants in no-depletion conditions were
asked to continue crossing out the letter e, and no other instructions were given. Participants were then asked to indicate the number of
chocolates they would want to receive as a reward. The number of chocolates served as the main dependent variable for self-control. As
ostensibly part of a second study, participants then completed a 31-item Self-Construal Scale (Aaker 2000; Singelis 1994).

We first classified participants on their level of independence and interdependence separately. We then constructed two groups, one
high on interdependence and low on independence (and thus maximally likely to exercise self-control across situations), and the other high
on independence and low on interdependence (minimally likely to exercise self-control). The results showed that, consistent with our
hypotheses, interdependents took fewer chocolates in the depletion condition than did independents. These results suggest that
interdependents perform better on subsequent acts of self-regulation than do independents. This finding supports our reasoning that the
self-regulation ability of interdependents is superior to that of independents because interdependents have engaged in regular exercises
of self-control (continually suppressing impulsive thoughts or behaviors). In contrast, because independents generally act on their interests
and impulses, they have relatively less practice at self-control and thus perform worse on self-regulation tasks. However, contrary to our
expectations, there were no differences between self-construal groups in no-depletion conditions. If continual practice at self-control does
increase self-regulation ability, then independents should have also taken more chocolates than interdependents in no-depletion
conditions. Yet, no differences were found. This may have been because the self-control task (resisting chocolates) was not strong enough
to detect initial differences. Nevertheless, the results suggest that differences in self-regulation capacity do exist as a function of self-
construal.
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According to current models of persuasion such as the elaboration likelihood model (Petty and Cacioppo 1983) and the heuristic
systematic model (Chaiken 1987), high amounts of thought or elaboration have been found to increase advertising effectiveness and
attitude strength. For example, Petty and Cacioppo (1983) found that participants who elaborated on an advertisement message under the
central route to persuasion showed a greater increase in attitude strength and persistence of attitudes over time relative to participants who
did not engage in extensive elaboration.

Elaboration has been induced in a variety of ways. Pictures, concrete information, and personal relevance have all been found to
increase elaboration and, subsequently, increase persuasive impact and attitude strength for the target advertisement message (Haugtvedt
and Strathman 1990). Yet, another way to effectively increase elaboration is to instruct consumers to imagine additional information
supporting the persuasive message. This imagine technique has been used in many advertisements; for example, consumer protection
groups like TheTruth.com have used this technique in a number of anti-tobacco advertisements in which people are presented with an
exemplar (e.g., memos indicating that tobacco companies knew smoking increased cancer risk) and then asked to imagine additional
related information (e.g., systematic attempts to conceal the association between tobacco and cancer risk).

Research examining the imagine technique has found that instructions to imagine increase elaboration, thus enhancing advertising
effectiveness (Kisielius and Sternthal 1984, 1986). However, conditions under which imagine instructions are more or less persuasive have
not been identified. The current research aimed to identify conditions under which the imagine technique facilitates greater adherence to
the advertisement message.

Several motivational and capacity variables were examined as potential moderators of the tendency to seek out and access
unpresented information in a judgmental context. In particular, need for cognitive closure (NFCC) was investigated as a potential
moderator of the effectiveness of imagine instructions. Given that individuals with high NFCC have been shown to desire immediate
answers over ambiguity (Webster and Kruglanski 1994), high NFCC individuals might fail to elaborate on presented information unless
they are specifically instructed to do so. However, because low NFCC individuals are more willing to elaborate, they might imagine
additional information and adjust their attitudes to correspond with that information regardless of whether they receive imagine
instructions. Thus, imagine instructions should be less influential for low NFCC than for high NFCC individuals.

Construal level was investigated as another potential moderator of the tendency to seek out and access unpresented information in
a judgmental context. Construal level theory proposes that high versus low construal level influences peoples’ responses by changing the
way they mentally represent events (Liberman and Trope 1998). High level construal is associated with abstract and general representation,
whereas low level construal is associated with more concrete and detail-oriented representations. Because imagining requires abstraction
beyond the provided message, high level construal should facilitate imagination and increase adherence to the target message.

Three studies were conducted to test potential moderators of the imagine technique. All three studies presented participants with a
fictitious advertisement and asked them to evaluate the product in the advertisement. In the imagine condition, participants were asked
to imagine further information that supported the advertisement’s message (e.g., “Imagine what else Special K can do to improve your
health”). In the no imagine condition, no further instructions were given.

In the first study, participants viewed an advertisement with a negative message about McDonald’s (i.e., McDonald’s exploits
children). After viewing the advertisement, participants answered questions that assessed attitudes and purchase intentions toward


